Introduction
The Conference on Automated Deduction (CADE) has been for nearly twenty years a meeting where both theoreticians and system implementors present their work. Feeling perhaps that the conference was becoming dominated by the theoreticians, Ross Overbeek proposed at CADE-10 in 1990 a contest to stimulate work on the implementation and use of theorem-proving systems. The challenge was to prove a set of theorems, and do so with a uniform approach. That is, it was not allowed to set parameters in the system to specialize it for individual problems. There were actually two separate contests, one represented by a set of seven problems designed to test basic inference components, and the other represented by a set of ten problems designed to test equality-based systems.
This paper describes our experiences in preparing to enter the contest with Otter 5, 6] and Roo 1, 2] , two systems developed at Argonne National Laboratory. Roo is a parallel version of Otter, but has such di erent behavior in some cases that we treat them as separate entries. We entered each of them in both contests.
Some of the problems are di cult ones; and although many of the problems had been done before with Otter, in each case we had set Otter's many input parameters in a way customized to the problem at hand, and chosen a set of support that appeared to us to be most natural. It was a challenge to come up with a uniform set of parameter settings and a uniform algorithm for picking the set of support that would allow Otter to prove each of the theorems.
Results
Otter and Roo proved all seven theorems in the basic set rst ve of the ten problems in
The Otter jobs were run on SPARCstation 2. We used Otter 2.2, the version that was released in July 1991. The Roo jobs were run on an Alliant 2800 with 12 (Intel i860) processors. The version of Roo we used is based on Otter 2.2xa+ (June 1992).
Settings and Set of Support
Within each set, all of the Otter jobs used the same settings. However, the settings for the basic set were substantially di erent from those for the equality set. The Roo jobs used settings slightly di erent from the Otter jobs, and (for small technical reasons) the Roo settings for the basic set varied slightly, depending on whether equality is present.
For the basic set, the initial set of support consisted of the positive input clauses, except (x=x). For the equality set, the initial set of support depended on whether the theorem has an obvious special hypothesis|if so, then the set of support was the special hypothesis and the denial of the conclusion; if not, the set of support consisted of all input clauses.
The rules for the equality set state that an ordering on the symbols may be included with the input clauses. The ordering is used to orient equality literals.
Settings for the Basic Set
Otter: basic set Roo: basic with equality Roo: basic without equality set(index for back demod) set(hyper res) set(hyper res) set(hyper res) set(back demod) set(back demod) set(dynamic demod all) set(dynamic demod all) assign(pick given ratio,5) assign(pick given ratio,5) assign(pick given ratio,5) clear (print kept) clear(print kept) clear(print kept) assign(max mem,20000) assign(max mem,32000) assign(max mem,32000) set(control memory) set(control memory) set(control memory)
Settings for the Equality Set
Otter: equality set Roo: equality set set(knuth bendix) set(knuth bendix) set(index for back demod) set(index for back demod) set(process input) set(process input) assign(max mem,16000) assign(max mem,32000) set(control memory) set(control memory) set(lex rpo) set(index for back demod). This option causes indexing to be used when searching for terms to which a new rewrite rule can be applied. Roo requires this \option" whenever back demodulation is enabled. Otter frequently bene ts from this option. assign(pick given ratio,5). By default Otter chooses each new given clause based on its symbol count. Hence, a heavy clause that is needed for the proof cannot be used until all lighter clauses have been used. Recently we have found it useful to mix this strategy with a breadth-rst strategy by choosing some percentage of the given clauses according to the order in which they are generated rather than by weight. This setting chooses every sixth given clause in order of generation, and the rest by symbol count. set(control memory). This setting has a relatively complex e ect. Every ten given clauses, memory usage is analyzed. If more than a third of max mem has been used, then the max weight parameter is automatically set to a value calculated such that only the lightest 5% of the clauses in the current set of support have lower weight. No clauses are deleted, but from this point on, new clauses heavier than this weight are discarded. Using this parameter has the e ect of allowing the system to choose a value for max weight and adjust it during the run. set(knuth bendix). This option causes Otter and Roo to automatically set a collection of options that approximate a Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. Under this option, the theorem prover orders equalities, paramodulates from left sides into left sides, and back demodulates. set(process input). This option causes all input clauses to be processed (subsumption, demodulation, equality ordering, back demodulation) as if they were generated clauses. lex(list of symbols). This command speci es an ordering on constant, function, and predicate symbols, with smallest rst. For the experiments described in this paper, the ordering is used to attempt to orient equalities. set(lex rpo). This options speci es the lexicographic recursive path ordering for comparing terms when attempting to orient equalities. lrpo lr status(list of symbols). This command speci es that function symbols are to be compared left-to-right when applying the lexicographic recursive path ordering.
Failures on Equality Theorems 6{10
Theorem EQ-6. The fragment fB,W,Mg of combinatory logic contains xed point combinators. Otter found a proof, but the setting were di erent from those used in theorems EQ-1 through EQ-5. The important di erence is that the initial set of support consists of the denial only (so that all generated clauses are negative), and paramodulation is allowed into both arguments of equality literals. The following input le causes Otter to nd a proof of EQ-6 in about 27 seconds. set(para_into). clear(para_from_right). set(order_eq). assign(max_mem, 16000). set(lex_rpo). clear(print_kept).
Theorem EQ-7. Rings in which x 3 = x are commutative. As far as we know, Otter has never found a proof of this theorem, except with highly specialized settings and weight templates. We suspect that with associative-commutative uni cation, Otter would be able to prove it.
Theorem EQ-8. The fragment fB,Wg of combinatory logic contains xed point combinators. This theorem is much more di cult than EQ-6, and the strategy above that works for EQ-6 fails for EQ-8. The kernel method 7], which was developed for this type of problem, nds a proof of EQ-8 within a few seconds.
Theorems EQ-9 and EQ-10. On Moufang identities in nonassociative rings (EQ-9), and on right alternative nonassociative rings (EQ-10). The complicated de nitions in these theorems cause terms in the conclusion to be greatly expanded. Otter cannot cope with the complex conclusions, because it likes to focus on simple terms. As with (EQ-7), we believe that associative-commutative uni cation would be helpful for these theorems. 
Theorem 2: The Commutator Theorem (P-form) -----OTTER 2.2, July 1991 -----
The job began on altair.mcs.anl.gov, Wed Jun 3 13:13:02 1992 The command was "otter22".
set(hyper_res). set(back_demod). set(dynamic_demod_all). assign(pick_given_ratio,5). clear(print_kept). assign(max_mem,20000
). list(usable). list(usable). 1 ] -P(x) | -P(e(x,y)) | P(y). end_of_list.
list(sos). 2 ] P(e(x,e(e(y,e(z,x)),e(z,y)))). 3 ] -P(e(e(e(a,e(b,c)),c),e(b,a))).
end_of_list. OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set.
Resetting weight limit to 20.
----> UNIT CONFLICT at 407.50 sec ----> 15324 binary,15323,3] . Level of proof is 13, length is 19.
2 ] P(e(x,e(e(y,e(z,x)),e(z,y)))). 3 ] -P(e(e(e(a,e(b,c)),c),e(b,a))). 4 hyper,2,1,2] P(e(e(x,e(y,e(z,e(e(u,e(v,z)),e(v,u))))),e(y,x))). 6 hyper,4,1,2] P(e(e(e(e(x,e(y,z)),e(y,x)),e(z,u)),u)). 8 hyper,6,1,6] P(e(x,x)). 9 hyper,6,1,4] P(e(e(x,e(e(y,e(z,x)),e(z,y))),e(u,u))). 13 hyper,8,1,2] P(e(e(x,e(y,e(z,z))),e(y,x))). 18 hyper,13,1,2] P(e(e(x,e(x,y)),y)). 21 hyper,13,1,2] P(e(e(x,e(y,e(e(z,e(u,e(v,v))),e(u,z)))),e(y,x))). 39 hyper,18,1,13] P(e(x,e(y,e(y,e(x,e(z,z)))))). 42 hyper,18,1,2] P(e(e(x,e(y,e(e(z,e(z,u)),u))),e(y,x))). 108 hyper,39,1,4] P(e(x,e(y,e(y,x)))). 133 hyper,108,1,2] P(e(e(x,e(y,e(z,e(u,e(u,z))))),e(y,x))). 146 hyper,9,1,2] P(e(e(x,e(y,e(e(z,e(e(u,e(v,z)),e(v,u))),e(w,w)))),e(y,x))). 682 hyper,42,1,18] P(e(x,e(y,e(y,e(x,e(e(z,e(z,u)),u)))))). 2253 hyper,133,1,2] P(e(e(e(x,e(x,y)),e(y,z)),z)). 8738 hyper,682,1,4] P(e(x,e(y,e(e(z,e(z,y)),x)))). 8897 hyper,8738,1,2253] P(e(e(x,e(x,y)),e(z,e(z,y)))). 9048 hyper,8897,1,21] P(e(e(x,e(y,e(z,z))),e(u,e(u,e(y,x))))). 13855 hyper,9048,1,4] P(e(x,e(e(y,z),e(e(z,e(y,x)),e(u,u))))). 15323 hyper,13855,1,146] P(e(e(e(x,e(y,z)),z),e(y,x))). 15324 binary,15323,3] . 
OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set.
Resetting weight limit to 18. Resetting weight limit to 16.
----> UNIT CONFLICT at 7711.98 sec ----> 17866 binary, 17865, 3] . Level of proof is 40, length is 94. 
set(hyper_res). set(back_demod). set(dynamic_demod_all). clear(print_kept). assign(pick_given_ratio,5). assign(max_mem,20000). set(control_memory). list(usable). 1 ] -P(x) | -P(i(x,y)) | P(y). end_of_list. list(sos). 2 ] P(i(x,i(y,x))). 3 ] P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))). 4 ] P(i(i(i(x,y),y),i(i(y,x),x))). 5 ] P(i(i(n(x),n(y)),i(y,x))). 6 ] -P(i(i(a,b),i(i(c,a),i(c,b)))).
----> UNIT CONFLICT at 17.68 sec ----> 4844 binary,4843,6] . Level of proof is 4, length is 5.
----------------PROOF ----------------1 ] -P(x) | -P(i(x,y)) | P(y). 2 ] P(i(x,i(y,x))). 3 ] P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))). 4 ] P(i(i(i(x,y),y),i(i(y,x),x))). 6 ] -P(i(i(a,b),i(i(c,a),i(c,b)))
). - The command was "otter22".
-----------end of proof ---------------------------statistics -------------

set(hyper_res). set(back_demod). set(dynamic_demod_all). clear(print_kept). assign(pick_given_ratio,5). assign(max_mem,20000). set(control_memory). list(usable). 1 ] -P(x) | -P(i(x,y)) | P(y). end_of_list. list(sos). 2 ] P(i(x,i(y,x))). 3 ] P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))). 4 ] P(i(i(i(x,y),y),i(i(y,x),x))). 5 ] P(i(i(n(x)
,n(y)),i(y,x))). 6 ] -P(i(i(a,b),i(n(b),n(a)))). end_of_list. OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set.
Resetting weight limit to 13.
----> UNIT CONFLICT at 2184.96 sec ----> 16257 binary,16256,6] . Level of proof is 13, length is 24.
----------------PROOF ----------------1 ] -P(x) | -P(i(x,y)) | P(y). 2 ] P(i(x,i(y,x))). 3 ] P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))). 4 ] P(i(i(i(x,y),y),i(i(y,x),x))). 5 ] P(i(i(n(x)
,n(y)),i(y,x))). 6 ] -P(i(i(a,b),i(n(b),n(a)))). 7 hyper,2,1,2] P(i(x,i(y,i(z,y)))). OTTER sets dynamic_demod_all, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_into_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets back_demod, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_from, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_into, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_from_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set.
------------end of proof ---------------------------statistics -------------
------------> process usable: ** KEPT: 1 ] (x = x). ++++ cannot make into demodulator: 1 ] (x = x). ** KEPT: 2 ] (f(e,x) = x). ** KEPT: 4 ] (f(g(x),x) = e). ** KEPT: 6 ] (f(f(x,y),z) = f(x,f(y,z))). ** KEPT: 8 ] (h(x,y) = f(x,f(y,f(g(x),g(y))))).
------------> process sos: ** KEPT: 10 ] (f(x,f(x,x)) = e). ** KEPT: 12 demod,9,9,7,7
------------> done processing input.
----> UNIT CONFLICT at 1.49 sec ----> 156 binary,155,1] . Level of proof is 13, length is 19.
,g(y))))). 11,10 ] (f(x,f(x,x)) = e). 12 demod,9,9,7,7 f(x,x) ). 37 back_demod,12,demod, 36, 36, 36, 36, 7, 36, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 36, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 11, 24, 7, 16, 7, 16] ( f(a,b) )))))))))) != e). 43,42 para_from,13,15,demod,24] (f(y,f(x,f(y,f(x,y)))) = f(x,x)). 45,44 para_into, 42,6,demod,7,7] (f(x,f(y,f(z,f(x,f(y,f(z,x)))))) = f(y,f(z,f(y,z)))). 48,47 para_from, 42,6,demod,7,7,7,7] (f(z,f(x,f(z,f(x,f(z,y))))) = f(x,f(x,y))). 56 para_into,47,10,demod,24] (f(x,f(y,f(x,y))) = f(y,f(y,f(x,x)))). 62 para_into,56,56,demod, 7, 7, 16, 11, 24, 7, 7, 7, 7] (f(y,f(x,f(y,f(y,f(x,f(y,f(x,x))))))) = f(x,y)). 127 para_from,62,47,demod,48] (f(x,f(y,f(y,x))) = f(y,f(x,f(x,y)))). 153,152 para_from,127,56,demod, 7, 7, 7, 7, 11, 24, 7, 7] (f(x,f(y,f(y,f(x,f(y,f(x,f(x,y))))))) = f(y,f(y,f(x,f(y,y))))). 155 back_demod,37,demod,153,45,43,11] (e != e). 156 binary,155,1] . (o(a,n(b) )),n(o(n(a),n(b)))) != b). end_of_list. OTTER sets dynamic_demod_all, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_into_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets back_demod, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_from, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_into, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_from_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set.
- ------------> done processing input.
Resetting weight limit to 18. Resetting weight limit to 17.
----> UNIT CONFLICT at 98.19 sec ----> 7578 binary,7577,1] . Level of proof is 31, length is 62. 7578 binary,7577,1] . lex( a,b,c,f(x,x,x),g(x)]).
lrpo_lr_status( f(x,x,x)]).
OTTER sets dynamic_demod_all, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_into_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets back_demod, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_from, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_into, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_from_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set. OTTER sets dynamic_demod_all, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_into_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets back_demod, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_from, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_into, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_from_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set.
------------> process usable: ** KEPT: 1 ] (x = x). ++++ cannot make into demodulator: 1 ] (x = x).
------------> process sos: ** KEPT: 2 ] (f(x,i(f(f(i(f(i(y),f(i(x),z))),u),i(f(y,u))))) = z). ** KEPT: 4 ] (f(f(a,b),c) != f(a,f(b,c))).
------------> done processing input. OTTER sets dynamic_demod_all, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_into_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets back_demod, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_from, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets para_into, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER clears para_from_right, because knuth_bendix is set. OTTER sets dynamic_demod, because back_demod is set. OTTER sets order_eq, because dynamic_demod is set.
--------------statistics -------------
value. We thank Ross Overbeek for proposing this exercise, and we hope that others found it as useful as we did.
